Recommendations based on user behavior sequences are becoming more and more common. Some studies consider user behavior sequences as interests directly, ignoring the mining and representation of implicit features. However, user behaviors contain a lot of information, such as consumption habits and dynamic preferences. In order to better locate user interests, this paper proposes a Bi-GRU neural network with attention to model user's long-term historical preferences and short-term consumption motivations. First, a Bi-GRU network is established to solve the long-term dependence problem in sequences, and attention mechanism is introduced to capture user interest changes related to the target item. en, user's short-term interaction trajectory based on selfattention is modeled to distinguish the importance of each potential feature. Finally, combined with long-term and short-term interests, the next behavior is predicted. We conducted extensive experiments on Amazon and MovieLens datasets. e experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms current state-of-the-art models in Recall and NDCG indicators. Especially in MovieLens dataset, compared with other RNN-based models, our proposed model improved at least 2.32% at Recall@20, which verifies the effectiveness of modeling long-term and short-term interest of users, respectively.
Introduction
Using historical data to predict future behaviors is the cornerstone of many recommendation systems. Past behavior sequences usually reflect user's next behavior, which is both effective and intuitive [1] . Massive user behavior (such as browsing and clicking) records in network reflect user's rich consumption patterns, researchers have done a lot of work on this, and much work has already made clear decisions using this rich sequence patterns.
In fact, user's interaction behaviors form a sequence naturally over time, dynamically revealing user's long-term historical preferences and short-term consumer motivations as shown in Figure 1 , which is a typical online shopping scene for Amazon. is user may be a fan of Marvel, and the user has browsed or purchased many cartoon mobile phone cases. If only current user behavior sequences are considered, similar phone cases will be recommended, as shown in green chart of Figure 1 . Other items related to Marvel will be recommended according to general user interests, as shown in blue chart in Figure 1 . Actually, more attention should be focused on phone case by considering user's long-term preferences and current consumption preferences, and the phone case with "Marvel" will be more suitable for user's taste. erefore, the personalized recommendation should not only consider user's long-term interest but also consider current short-term interest and give recommendation result by distinguishing user behaviors. Existing works mainly include two categories: the first category is general recommendation, such as collaborative filtering [2] , matrix decomposition [3] , BPRMF [4] , and so on. Most methods focus on extracting feature similarity of users or items, ignoring preference dynamics hidden in behavior sequences. e other category is the next item recommendation based on behavior sequences [4] [5] [6] , which is recorded by associated timestamps, and accumulated data can model current consumption preferences [7] . But, the preference dynamics and how to perfectly combine historical stability preferences with current consumption preferences remain largely unexplored. In addition, user's interests in real life changes over time [8] . In the long run, topics of user's interest are stable or fluctuating, while current content that users interested in is often affected by user concerns. For example, a user may focus on the topic of "sports". He may be more concerned about "English Premier League" in near future, while next month may turn to "NBA." erefore, effective information filtering and personalized recommendations are particularly important. Most existing models directly adopt user behaviors as interest, ignoring the mining and representation of implicit features, but user interests are hidden in behavior sequences, which ignores dependencies between behaviors [9] . In addition, the only thing that affects final behavior is interests associated with the target item. erefore, this paper proposes a behavior-aware neural network with attention (Att-BNN), which combines GRU with self-attention to model long-term and short-term preferences for users. Firstly, the embedding vector of items is obtained by unified representation space, and then user's behavior sequences is explored with self-attention network and GRU network, respectively. Experiments show that the proposed model is greatly improved compared with other sequence recommendation models, which proves that both local dependence and global validity should be considered. In summary, the main contributions of this article are as follows:
(1) is paper constructs a new behavior-aware neural network with attention model (Att-BNN) for the next item recommendation, including item embedding with user interaction sequences and two neural networks-self-attention network and Bi-GRU network-to learn user's historical preferences and current consumption preferences, and then integrate them closely to better locate user interests.
(2) In long-term preferences learning module, we introduce attention to Bi-GRU for modeling user interest change, which can identify items that are more relevant to user's interest. (3) e experimental results demonstrate that proposed model Att-BNN achieves significant and consistent improvements over state-of-the-art models. In addition, the impact of key parameters and model structure has been extensively studied to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Related Work
ere are two lines of research related to our work. e first involves common recommendation methods based on user interests, and the second is associated with attention mechanism employed by recommendation. We present brief reviews of these two research as follows.
User Interest-based Recommendation.
Recommendation systems play an important role in many Internet-based services, such as e-commerce. Related works can be summarized into two categories: general recommendations and sequence recommendations.
Most recommendation algorithms focus on mining the correlations between users or items. e most common collaborative filtering is based on neighborhoods [2] and factorization [10] [11] [12] . For example, Bell and Koren proposed a new method of forming user preference ratings by simultaneously obtaining interpolation weights of all nearest neighbors, which greatly improved the prediction accuracy [2] . Liu et al. [11] proposed the IMF method to explore hesitant behavior of users in selecting similar products. In recent years, deep learning has also been successfully applied to classic user-item matrix reconstruction problems in collaborative filtering, for example, combined with deep learning to extract and fuse auxiliary features, such as image features [13] and text information [14] . Most of these are based on mining static correlations between users or items. e dynamic changes of user preferences and current consumption preferences have not received much attention. On the other hand, sequence-based recommendations have received increasing attention in recent years. Gradually, accumulated interaction data can be modeled dynamically to obtain user preferences [15, 16] . For example, Xiong et al. [17] established a Bayesian probabilistic tensor factorization method to model temporal changes. He and McAuley [16] proposed a sequence recommendation method that combines similarity-based methods with Markov chains. In recent years, the combination of different neural networks has been widely used in representation learning and sequence modeling, especially in sequence recommendation [18] . For example, Hidasi et al. [6] first applied RNN (recurrent neural network) to session-based recommendations to model the entire session. Quadrana et al. [19] focused on session-based recommendation and proposed a hierarchical recurrent neural network for cross-session information transfer. Recently, Tang and Wang [20] proposed a convolutional sequence embedding model that uses horizontal and vertical convolutional filters to learn user's instantaneous trajectory, which has better performance [21] . Although these methods have taken into account user's sequence information, there has not been much development in behavior consistency and preference dynamics.
Attention-Based Deep
Recommendation. Neural network techniques have been widely used in recommendation systems. But most RNN-based models directly take hidden state in sequences as user interests and treat the dependencies between all adjacent behaviors as equivalent. However, not all user behaviors depend on each adjacent behavior. For target items, these models can only get a fixed track of interests and are disturbed by interest changes. Inspired by human visual attention, in [22] , an attention mechanism for natural language processing is proposed. e attention mechanism simulates characteristics of human brain attention. e core idea is to allocate more attention to important content, less attention to other parts, and focus on most important part of target. It has been widely used in many fields such as natural language processing and computer vision. Attention mechanisms can be combined with CNN and RNN to overcome shortcomings. For example, Bahdanau et al. [23] proposed the concept of neural attention, emphasizing weighting each word by learning attention vector to highlight important parts. Chen et al. [24] introduced attention mechanisms into collaborative filtering in multimedia recommendations to model item-level and component-level implicit feedback. Wang et al. [25] proposed the DAMD model for article recommendation and adaptively combined multiple prediction models using the attention model. In [26] , a method to mine the hidden features in advertising data for click-through rate prediction is proposed. In [27] , a hierarchical attention model for rating prediction by leveraging user and product reviews is proposed. In order to capture the process of interest changes related to target item, in question and answer system (QA), Xiong et al. [28] used attention-based GRU model to enhance the sensitivity of position and input, inspired by AGRU in QA system, Zhou Et al. [29] proposed GRU with attentional gate (AUGRU) to activate relevant interest in the process of interest change.
In this paper, we present a behavior-aware neural network with attention [22] , suggesting that attention mechanism can learn the importance of past behavior. is paper designs a model that combines self-attention and Bi-GRU to learn user's short-term preferences and long-term stable preferences, both of which come from user's rich interaction behavior. Especially, in long-term preferences learning process, attention mechanism is used to capture user's interest changes so as to locate user's interest more accurately.
Methods
We will introduce the proposed model in this section. First, we give a formal definition of next item recommendation task and introduce the proposed Att-BNN model, which is composed of the following major components: items embedding, short-term preferences learning with self-attention, and long-term preferences learning based on Bi-GRU.
Preliminaries.
e personalized next item recommendation can be defined as follows: since user interaction naturally forms a sequence over time, the log history H in information system is a set of sequence interactions, S � H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n , where n indicates the number of users. Given target user u and its interaction sequence H u � (x 1 , b 1 ), (x 2 , b 2 ), . . . , (x T , b T ) H u ∈ S, x j represents the j th item that user u interact and b j indicates the type of behavior (for example, click, collect, and purchase). e personalized recommendation task is to predict the item x T+1 that user u is most likely to access next time.
In this paper, we propose a novel behavior-aware neural network with self-attention (Att-BNN) to solve the next item recommendation task. As shown in Figure 2 , Att-BNN consists of three main components: item embedding and short-term and long-term preference learning. Specifically, the unified item representation space is obtained through neural embedding model to learn the hidden vectors of item, and sequence similarity between items is captured. en, two interactive behavior learning networks are designed, which are named as short-term interest learning with self-attention and long-term preference learning based on Bi-GRU to explore the current consumption interest and historical stability preference of users over time. Finally, combine the two interactions in potential space to derive representation vector of target items and recommend possible top-k items to user.
Item Embedding.
In the first stage of the Att-BNN model, each item is embedded in a unified representation space by learning the similarities between items. e previous methods typically represent item with one-hot coding or added additional embedding layers in deep learning framework. Actually, one-hot encoding network may take a lot of time, and it cannot be optimized well due to high sparsity [15] ; on the other hand, adding additional embedding layers may make performance degradation to some extent [30] . Moreover, neither of these methods can re ect item similarity implied in user interaction. erefore, it is necessary to nd an e ective method to learn highquality item vectors directly from user behavior sequences, so that similar items are closer to each other. In recent years, neural embedding technology has made great progress in many elds, such as NLP [31, 32] and social networks [33] . In these e orts, item2vec [34] is one extension of skip-gram with negative sampling model [5] , which produces item embedding for item-based collaborative ltering recommendations.
In order to further capture characteristics of behavior sequence, this paper uses improved item embedding method, called w-item2vec, which regards the frequency of item as weighting factor, and directly generates item representation. Inspired by item2vec [34] , w-item2vec also uses skip-gram with negative sampling method [5] . Speci cally, given the sequence H u ′ x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N of user u from interaction sequence H u , the skip-gram model of w-item2vec aims to maximize the following objective function:
where K is the length of the sequence S u , p(x j | x i ) is the softmax function, and w i and v i are the target item x i and its context hidden vector. To alleviate the complexity of calculating gradient ▽(x j | x i ), equation (2) is usually replaced by negative sampling:
where σ(x) 1/(1 + exp((− x))) and Q is number of negative samples corresponding to each positive sample. e frequency of item that occurs in interaction sequence is taken as the weight in negative sampling process, and following improvement is made to formula (3):
where Λ(x i ) is weight of item x i in sequence. And, objective function in equation (1) can be de ned as follows:
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Finally, w-item2vec is trained by gradient descent to obtain a high-quality distribution vector representation of all items. Based on w-item2vec, user's interaction sequence can be used to capture items similarity and form a unified item representation space. For each user u, an embedding se-
Short-Term Preference Learning with Self-Attention.
Recommendation can be regarded as sequence problem, that is, predicting next possible behavior through items sequence in the interaction history. e common solutions to sequence problems are RNN and CNN. RNN can capture relationship between adjacent items and long-term relationship that is preserved in hidden layer state; CNN can capture relationship between items through sliding window of convolution kernel. However, neither of these methods explicitly models the relationship between items, and it is necessary to model this possible relationship. e short-term interaction behavior reflects user's recent interest, so modeling short-term interaction behavior helps to better understand current motivation of users.
erefore, this paper draws on attention mechanism proposed in neural network, applies it to recommendation to capture sequence pattern, models user's recent interaction trajectory, and improves the interpretability and accuracy of recommendation. e specific structure is shown in Figure 3 . is is explained it in detail in Section 3.3.2.
Self-attention is a kind of attention mechanism, which is formed by self-matching of a single sequence and successfully applied in various fields. Different from using the limited knowledge in overall context to learn representation based on standard attention mechanism, the self-attention can maintain the context sequence information and capture the relationship between elements in sequence without considering the distance, which focus on the common learning and self-matching of two sequences, in which the attention weight of one sequence is conditioned on another sequence. It has just received attention because of the recent successful application to machine translation. It can replace RNN and CNN in sequence learning to achieve higher accuracy with lower computational complexity. In this paper, we use the self-attention mechanism to model the dependence and importance of user's short-term behavior pattern and learn user's recent interest from the recent interaction record. e input of self-attention module is divided into three parts: Query, Key, and Value. e output is the attention value obtained by weighting Value according to weight coefficient, and the weight matrix is calculated by similarity between Query and Key. e values of Query, Key, and Value are derived from user's recent interaction history. e basis of self-attention mechanism is a scaled dot-product, except
which is used to adjust the inner product so that it is not too large or too small. It is assumed that user's short-term interest preference can be obtained from the L (e.g., 5 and 10) items that user has recently interacted with. Each item can be represented as a d-dimension embedding vector. e short-term embedding sequences
In self-attention mechanism, the values of Query, Key, and Value of user u are equal to X u t at time step t. Query and Key obtain corresponding Q ′ and K ′ by nonlinear transformation, where W Q and W K are weight matrices of Query and Key, and ReLU is used as activation function for nonlinear transformation. e final weight matrix can be calculated as follows:
e output s u t is an L × L weight matrix, which represents the similarity of L items. Finally, Value is weighted and summed to obtain the output of self-attention module.
is used to scale attention of dot product, and d is usually set to a larger value (such as 100), so the scaling factor can slow down the gradient effect. Using mask operation (the diagonal of mask factor matrix) before softmax avoids high matching scores between same vector of Query and Key. Finally, the coefficient matrix is multiplied by Value to form final weighted output of self-attention module:
where a u t ∈ R L×d is user's L short interest representations. In order to learn one attention finally, L self-attention representations are averaged as user's final short-term interest preference ψ s : erefore, in addition to using selfattention to model user's short-term interests, this paper uses Bi-GRU based on attention to learn user's long-term preference. e module mainly consists of two parts, the first part is Bi-GRU and the second part is an attention mechanism, which provides a weight vector for each hidden layer state of the Bi-GRU layer.
e series weight vectors are obtained by dot product of hidden state in Bi-GRU, and final weighted GRU hidden state is learned to obtain item embedding representation.
In user's long-term behavior, only part of behavior can reflect user's preference, so first define a function to determine which interactions (v l , b l ) ∈ H u can be an element of long-term preference behavior. e function is defined as follows:
Among them, B is a set of preference behaviors, which contain types of preference behaviors, such as collections and purchases. So, the user's long-term embedding se-
Unlike short-term preference learning, long-term preference learning is a global representation of a user's historical preferences. User's historical behavior data are very large even for a short period of time (such as two weeks). In order to balance efficiency and performance, this paper uses LSTM variant GRU to model dependence between user behaviors, and its input is user's historical interaction behavior. Hidasi et al. [6] have demonstrated that GRU performs better than basic RNN units and long-short time memory units (LSTM) [35] in session-based recommendation tasks, so we use GRU instead of the most basic RNN network. GRU is better to handle gradient disappearance problems and has lower complexity than LSTM.
Inspired by [36] and bidirectional RNN [37] , in order to obtain the dependencies between items in sequence, this paper proposes a contextual Bi-GRU to learn user's current consumption motivation, called Bi-CGRU. After initialization, the hidden state of each interaction at step t is obtained by hidden state of previous state, current item embedding, and behavior vector. Among them, the Bi-CGRU cell status is as follows:
where σ is sigmoid activation function, ∘ is element product, u t and r t represent the update gate and reset gate of step t, v t is item embedding vector, b t is behavior vector, . erefore, in long-term preference learning, each state can be connected by the forward and backward hidden states, as follows:
3.5. Interest Change Learning. Affected by external environment and internal cognitive changes, user interests tend to change over time. erefore, in order to accurately recommend next items that meet user interest, it is necessary to grasp process of user's interest change while digging user's interest. By analyzing the characteristics of user changes, local activation ability of attention mechanism and sequence learning ability in GRU are combined to model user interest changes. Each step of local activation in GRU enhances the impact of related interests and diminishes interest drifting, which helps to better obtain user interest changes. e hidden state of GRU in interest change module is represented by i t ′ h t ′ , the input is the output state i t ′ � h t in the Bi-GRU layer, and the final interest is represented by the last hidden state h T ′ . e attention function in interest change module is defined as follows: where e a is embedding vector of target item, W ∈ n H × n A , n H is dimension of hidden state, and n A is embedding vector dimension of target item. e attention score re ects relationship between target item e a and input h t . e closer the relationship, the greater the attention score. e following describes how to combine attention mechanisms and GRU to model user interest changes. is article combines GRU and attention update gates to learn user's interest changes, namely, AUGRU. Some researchers originally proposed GRU with attentional input (AIGRU), which directly a ects the input of GRU with α t , but this method is not very e ective, because even if 0 is entered, it will change the hidden state of GRU, so the less relevant interest will also be learnt that a ects the interest change. Later, some researchers made improvements and proposed attention-based GRU (AGRU), which uses the attention score to replace the update gate in GRU and directly control the update of the hidden state. However, in the original GRU, it is a vector to control the hidden state update. To solve this problem, this paper uses α t to a ect the GRU update gate u t . As shown in Figure 4 , it indirectly a ects the hidden state update and preserves the impact of each dimension:
where u t ′ is original update status of AUGRU, u t ′ indicates the attention update gate in AUGRU, and h t , h t− 1 ′ , and h t ′ indicate the hidden states of AUGRU. In AUGRU, all dimensions of gate are updated by the attention score, so that the irrelevant interest has less in uence on update gate, and the interference in interest change process is e ectively avoided.
We use the last hidden state h T ′ of AUGRU to represent user's preference behavior, so as to get user's long-term interest preference ψ l h T ′ . e embedding vector of user interaction sequence is used as the input of the above two networks. e long-term preference learning can express the interest of each user, which helps to better understand the historical stability preference of user. In the process of user preference modeling, ψ s and ψ l are obtained by modeling user behavior from short-term consumption motivation and long-term preference, respectively. en, through a fully connected layer, we can get d-dimensional representation of the next item.
Model Learning.
Given the short-term attention preference and long-term preference at time step t− 1, the task of this paper is to predict the items (indicated by S u t ) that user interacts at time step t. By using embedding vector of sequence item as the input of the network, the behavior learning module can learn user's current consumption motivation and historical preference by controlling the state updates of the two network structures. After behavior learning, the next item that can be predicted is represented by v t , which is a d-dimensional vector. Two behaviors are learned from the entire interaction sequence H using cross entropy loss function, de ned as follows:
where ξ is the CEL function, v t is the item representation of target user u next access, L is the control signal, |H u | indicates the length of the interaction sequence H u , and |S| is the number of users; more details are introduced in experimental section. After training the model, in test stage, given a user's interaction history
, the next possible interaction of user u can be predicted as follows: (1) using model to train user's historical interaction sequence H u to obtain user's short-term interest preference and long-term interest preference at t − 1; (2) forming next item embedding vector v t and calculating similarity with all candidate items in the hidden space; (3) recommending top k possible items to the user in the uni ed representation space.
Experiment
is paper conducts extensive experiments on the proposed model based on realistic datasets. is section rst describes the experimental setup and then demonstrates the validity of the proposed model from several aspects.
Datasets.
We experimented with the following data sets.
MovieLens: a popular benchmark dataset for evaluating the performance of recommended models. Two versions were used in the experiment: MovieLens 100K and Mov-ieLens 1M. e type of behavior includes click and collect.
Amazon: a user-purchase and rate dataset, a well-known e-commerce platform. Due to limited space, there are three subcategories in this work: Android Apps, digital music, and instant video.
LastFM: a dataset with user tags collected from the last.fm online music system. JD: provided by Jingdong, a Chinese e-commerce company, one of the two largest B2C online retailers in China by volume and revenue. e type of behavior includes click, collect, and purchase. 
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For the reliability of experimental results, we did necessary preprocessing. First filter out those users whose interaction behavior less than 10 and those with less than 5 occurrences. e dataset is divided into training set and test set, respectively, where 90% of interaction behavior is selected as training set and rest for testing. Considering that the collaborative filtering method cannot recommend items that did not appear before, we filter out item interactions from test set that are not present in training set. Similarly, we will also remove user information that does not appear in the training set from the test set. e dataset after data preprocessing is shown in Table 1 .
Baseline Method.
In order to verify the validity of Att-BNN model, we compare it with four traditional methods and two advanced RNN-based models on different evaluation indicators. e following is a brief introduction to these several baseline models.
S-POP: a method of sorting items based on popularity and recommending items to user with the highest frequency.
e list of recommendations changes as the sequence grows. BPRMF [38] : it uses paired Bayesian personalized sorting optimization to maximize the gap between positive and negative items, which does not model sequence information.
FPMC [39] : a method of combining matrix factorization and Markov chain for the next item recommendation, which can capture user preferences and sequence behavior. Since there is no specific user profile in sequence-based recommendation, in order to make FPMC applicable to sequencebased recommendation, the potential representation of user is not considered in calculating candidate item recommendation score.
Item-KNN [21] : selects items similar to the previous items that are accessed by the user, in which the similarity between items is defined as the number of co-occurrences in the sequence.
GRURec: a basic GRU based on top1 loss function of the parallel small batch, proposed in [6] .
is model uses parallelism and minibatch training to learn model parameters.
GRU4Rec Con: similar to GRURec, except that this method does not use session partitioning, and user's interaction sequence is sent to GRURec independently as a whole [40] .
HRNN Init [19] : a hierarchical RNN for personalized cross recommendation based on GRU4Rec and adding an additional GRU layer to model the information in user session to track user interest changes. It is a more advanced method in the next item recommendation.
Among all these methods, POP, BPRMF, FPMC, and Item-KNN are traditional recommendation methods, and GRURec and HRNN are neural network-based methods.
Evaluation Indicators.
Since the recommendation system can recommend several items at a time and related items should be placed in front of the recommendation list, in order to evaluate the performance of the next item recommendation model proposed in this paper, two evaluation indicators Recall and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) are used in this paper.
Recall: we use Recall@20, which measures the probability that the items actually clicked by the user in the test set will appear in top 20 of the recommended list. Recall @N does not consider the order in which the user actually clicks on the item in the recommendation list, as long as it appears in the top N position of the recommendation list. In addition, this indicator is often used with indicators such as clickthrough rate (CTR).
NDCG: evaluates the quality of recommended list based on the sorted position of the correct item. Evaluating a recommendation system makes it impossible to evaluate not only one user's recommendation list and corresponding results but also to evaluate users in the entire test set and their recommended list results. e evaluation scores for different user recommendation lists need to be normalized and defined as follows:
where r i is the hierarchical correlation of the items at location i. In this paper, a simple binary correlation is used: if the item is in the test set, r i � 1, otherwise 0. Z is the normalized constant, which is the maximum possible value of DCNG@N. In short, the higher the two evaluation indicators, the better the results.
Implementation Details.
is paper implements the proposed model and several previous baseline models on Tensorflow. For fair comparison, all hidden units in the RNN model are set to 200. First, the embedded matrix and GRU weights are initialized. Each dataset is trained to be a 200-dimensional word embedding vector in advance with skip-gram, and then 100 hidden units are created in the GRU model, such that the combination of forward and backward GRUs can form a 200-dimensional item representation. erefore, the embedding dimension of item is set to 200 and is randomly initialized based on a uniform distribution (− 0.01, 0.01). In this paper, an adaptive gradient optimizer with a batch size of 64 is used, and the initial learning rate of all datasets is set to 0.01 for optimization. e weight matrix of nonlinear layer in self-attention module is regularized by 12. e regularization rate λ is adjusted between {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}, and the packet loss rate is adjusted between {0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7}. In MovieLens, the sequence length L is set to 5 and all other datasets are set to 3. A packet loss method with a packet loss rate of 0.5 is used at the fully connected layer to reduce overfitting.
Performance Comparison.
To demonstrate the importance of the proposed model in this paper, we compared the other methods with Att-BNN in the next item recommendation task. Table 2 gives the experimental results of the seven basic methods and the model proposed in this paper on several datasets. It can be observed that Att-BNN shows the best performance on all datasets.
is illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. It is worth noting that the method in this paper is superior to several baseline models in prediction accuracy and ranking quality.
is suggests that Att-BNN good at solving personalized sequence information based on user interaction, not only on dense data sets like MovieLens but also on sparse data sets such as Amazon.
In addition, we analyze several comparative baseline methods. FPMC based on Markov chain can achieve consistent performance on dense and sparse datasets. When the user factor is replaced by the average value of hidden vector of item that has already appeared in current sequence, BPRMF does not perform well on some datasets, and the model is based on the assumption that the next item of user is only affected by the most recent action. is assumption may apply to sparse data because interactions are very discrete in time. However, it may not be suitable for frequent interaction between users and system, which also reflects that some matrix factorization methods based on users are not suitable for sequence-based recommended tasks. On the whole, all RNN-based models (GRURec, HRNN, and Att-BNN) are obviously superior to the traditional methods, which show that the RNN-based models that model interaction sequence for the user have better ability to recommend the next item than traditional methods. e comparison between RNNbased models highlights the effectiveness of considering users' long-term preferences in the next item recommendation, so the model considering personalized information (such as Att-BNN and HRNN Init) is superior to those that do not consider (GRURec and GRURec Con). In addition, we note that the RNN-based model performs better on JD datasets than on other datasets. One possible explanation is that JD has more users and interactions, while the number of goods is relatively small. Moreover, the number of users in JD dataset is much larger than that of items, which makes the prediction candidate set smaller and the results more accurate. In fact, this scenario is more common in real world, such as online retailers and B2C platforms.
In short, Att-BNN did its best on all datasets, followed by HRNN Init; both methods take user representation into account. is clearly indicates that user interaction behavior may follow the general short-term interest preference and reflect the stable long-term preference. e Att-BNN model proposed in this paper distinguishes the model user historical preference and current consumption motivation and considers user interest change in the process of modeling, so as to get better personalized recommendation results. In order to further understand the model proposed in this paper, the influence of some key parameters is explored, such as aggregation method and mining sequence length of short-term preferences.
4.6. Self-Attention Effects. Although the effectiveness of selfattention can be inferred from Table 2 , in order to verify the efficiency of self-attention, the self-attention module is removed from Att-BNN and replaced by the average of X u t instead of m u t : Table 3 gives a comparison with and without self-attention, and it can be observed that self-attention does improve the performance of model. It can also be seen from Tables 2 and 3 that even without self-attention, the model of this paper can still outperform all baseline models in all data sets. In addition, two observations were drawn from the results. First, the self-attention matrix is column distinguishable, and each column represents the importance and weight of the corresponding action. Intuitively, the selfattention matrix allows to check how much each action contributes to the final short-term preference representation. Second, Att-BNN does not simply emphasize recent interactions but automatically learns and assigns different weights to previous behaviors. For example, user "326" assigns a higher weight to the second and third items, while user "386" assigns a higher weight to the most recently interacted items. Obviously, attention weights can bring the benefits of interpretability. 4.7. Impact of Aggregation Method. As mentioned earlier, different aggregation strategies can be used to obtain a shortterm preference representation of user. is article explores the applicability of four types strategies to verify their applicability. Table 4 shows the results of using different polymerization methods, and it can be observed that "average" has considerable performance on sparse and dense data sets. e other three aggregation methods seem to perform poorly in sparse data sets. is is also reasonable because m u t affects the embedding of the next item X u t+1 and the average aggregation can retain more information. Figure 5 shows the effect of sequence length L in short-term preference learning, and it can be observed that the value of L is highly dependent on the density of the data set. e average number of behaviors per user in MovieLens dataset is greater than one hundred, so setting L to a larger value helps improve performance. However, L should be set to a smaller value on sparse data set, as increasing L will result in a reduction in training samples. Self-attention can capture the dependencies between distant locations, theoretically allowing learning of lengthy sequences.
Effect of Sequence Length L.
is also justifies our approach to modeling preferences. Figure 6 shows Recall @20 for each dimension d while keeping other parameters constant. It can be observed that the Att-BNN model is always superior to other baseline models in all dimensions. Second, too large potential dimension does not necessarily make the model perform best, possibly because of overfitting. ird, some models are not stable, which may limit their usefulness.
Effect of Potential Dimension d.

User History Length Analysis.
is paper further analyzes and evaluates the proposed Att-BNN model and other RNN-based models under different user history length information and verifies user's ability to express long-term preferences. We believe that user history length has an impact on the performance of the recommendation system, so the evaluation is grouped based on the length of user interaction. Specifically, we use two datasets for analysis and divide users into three groups: historical interactions are less than 300, between 300 and 500, and over 500. e performance of these three user groups was recorded separately to measure the complex effects of long-term preference dynamics in the Att-BNN model and other RNN-based models.
As shown in Figure 7 , first focus is on the improvement of Amazon dataset with the increase in user behavior length. It can be observed that the Recall@20 of Att-BNN model proposed in this paper has a significant increase with the increase of user history length. In MovieLens dataset, Att-BNN improved by at least 2.32% compared to other RNN-based models due to the large number of user interactions. Interestingly, the Att-BINN and HRNN models have improved with historical lengths, but GRURec and GRURec Con have not continued to improve over the 300-500 and above. In summary, the length of user interaction does have an impact on the performance of the recommendation system. ese results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of using personalization strategies (such as user historical stability preferences) to improve recommendation performance.
Conclusion
In order to solve the problem of personalized next item recommendation, this paper proposes a new behavior-aware neural network model with attention mechanism. By incorporating attention into the recurrent neural network, our model can both model the behavior characteristics of users in current sequence and capture user's short-term consumption intentions. Since the user behavior naturally forms a sequence of interactions with time, this paper fuses user's long-term historical preference and short-term consumption motivation to predict its next behavior. First, use w-item2vec to generate a unified item representation space, get embedding representation of interaction sequence, and then learn user behavior distinctively and propose two user behavior learning methods. In short-term preference learning module, the self-attention mechanism is used to learn user recent behavior. On the other hand, we use the improved Bi-GRU model to learn user's long-term historical preferences, use the attention mechanism to model user interest changes, and better capture the interest associated with target item. Finally, extensive experiments were conducted in the dataset, and our model was superior to existing sequence-based recommendation algorithms in different evaluation indicators. e experimental results clearly show that the Att-BNN model can accurately capture the importance of the user's recent behavior and has good validity in the personalized next item recommendation.
In future work, we believe that the model can be improved in many aspects. Due to the limitation of dataset, we only use the ID information of commodity in the model, the information obtained is very limited, and there are certain restrictions on the model. In dataset, in addition to the item ID information, other information such as price and category of the item can be obtained. In future work, the dataset with such information can be focused on, and other auxiliary information can be integrated into the model to improve the recommendation accuracy.
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